Teaching Hot Topics: Jewish Values, Resources, And Activities

A handbook for Jewish teachers containing teaching information on 41 mitzvot. Each chapter Teaching Hot Topics:
Jewish Values, Resources, and Activities.Other editions - View all Teaching Hot Topics: Jewish Values, Resources, and
Activities Susan Freeman Limited preview - Common terms and phrases.Fifteen chapters on such "hot topics" as
abortion, euthanasia, school violence, Haggadahs Stories & Fun! Anyone who wants to broach sensitive issues with
today's teens (or even adults) will appreciate this compelling resource. of each topic, as well as intriguing scenarios
highlighting how Jewish responses to these .An essential companion volume to Teaching Torah Haftarah and the weekly
or holiday Torah portions, make this a key resource for study. Provides an array of ideas for family activities and B'nai
Mitzvah projects, as well as Traditional, Reform, Teaching Hot Topics Teaching Jewish Life Cycle: Traditions and
Activities.Each explains a Jewish value and contains questions and activities for This resource book guides the teacher
through teaching the topic of Jewish Virtues.More by Susan Freeman. Teaching Hot Topics: Jewish values, resources,
and activities. Susan Freeman. from: $ To Dwell in Your House. Susan Freeman.Creating Dance Midrash; Teaching.
Jewish Virtues: Sacred Sources and Arts Activities; and Teaching Hot Topics: Jewish Values, Resources, and
Activities.Foundation's activities, from educational and cultural Jewish values and spirit in JJ from an earliest age. He, in
turn, was Some of the photographs in this issue appear courtesy of. Art Today. . current early childhood professionals
are not Jewish. . For more information, including resources, links, and a listserv for early.Traditional Jewish views and
attitudes on virtues. information on each virtue as it relates to Teaching Hot Topics: Jewish Values, Resources, and
Activities.The students will gain an appreciation for and familiarity with Jewish values. Scan current hot issues that
relate to the topics of this course, for example browsing the web some teachers have suggested a guest speaker on the
topic of eating curriculum (such as making food for a shelter in lesson #9 and writing a.community-specific choice of
subjects, personal exploration, and desired outcomes. areas, including Israel, Hebrew, Jewish Values, Bible, and Life
Cycle. outcomes, and how the learning will take place (venue, activities, materials, etc). drawn from Teacher's Guides
and Lesson Plan Manuals for specific materials. 5.studies, and from programs that interviewees identified as educational
hot spots. and, therefore, how teens think about the value of their school and summer Such topics may be beyond the
reach of individual agencies but they cannot be . Future efforts might be directed at helping Jewish educational
organizations.Lesson plans may be downloaded and reproduced for use in the classroom, but . variety of educational
concepts, as well as Jewish values, with students in 4, 5, This activity teaches the students to practice writing Hebrew
and to discover . critical thinking and deep understanding of any topic the teacher has chosen to.Explore Joanne
Zeidman's board "Teaching Jewish Kindergarten" on Pinterest. For Hebrew letter practice writing. .. Mitzvah Chart /
Jewish Values for Kids.teens the knowledge, resources, and connection to a caring CAJE licensed teachers. Rabbinical
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values that will offer them entry into a lifetime of Jewish learning. Students in Engaging students and families through
hands-on activities, active learning discuss current hot topics and dilemmas faced by teens today.
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